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Highlights 
 Using tapping mode imaging, the thickness of microbubble shells can be quantified 
 Quantifying shell thickness has significant impact on Young’s Modulus values  
 Atomic force microscopy can be used to quantify thickness of the PEG brush layer 
 
ABSTRACT: Microbubbles (MBs), which are used as ultrasonic contrast agents, have distinct acoustic signatures which enable 
them to significantly enhance visualisation of the vasculature. Research is progressing to develop MBs which act as drug/gene 
delivery vehicles for site-specific therapeutics. In order to manufacture effective theranostic vehicles, it is imperative to 
understand the mechanical and nanostructural properties of these agents; this will enrich the understanding of how the 
structural, biophysical and chemical properties of these bubbles impact their functionality.  We produced microfluidic 
phospholipid-based MBs due to their favourable properties, such as biocompatibility and echogenicity, as well as the ability to 
modify the shell for targeting applications. We have drawn upon atomic force microscopy to conduct force-spectroscopy and 
tapping-mode imaging investigations. We have, for the first time to our knowledge, been able to accurately quantify the 
thickness and lipid configuration of phospholipid-shelled MBs - showing a trilayer as opposed to the conventional monolayer 
structure. Furthermore, we have measured MB stiffness and employed different mechanical theories to quantify the Young╆s 
Modulus. We show that the Reissner theory is inappropriate for mechanical characterisation of phospholipid MBs, however, the 
Hertz model does offer biologically relevant comparisons. Analysis using the Alexander-de Gennes polymer brush theory has 
allowed us to provide new information regarding how the thickness of the polyethylene glycol brushes, end-grafted to our 
phospholipid microbubbles, changes with diameter.    
 
Keywords: Atomic force microscopy 
 
Statistical Summary 
Total number of words: 7621 
Total number of figures: 9 
Introduction 
Ultrasound (US) imaging is a real-time imaging technique which allows visualisation of organ structure. It is 
non-invasive, more economical than other imaging modalities and does not produce any ionizing radiation. 
The strength of the received scattered signal dictates the level of grey-scale contrast seen on th  US image. 
Blood is a poor scatterer of US and interpretation of the images produced has long been a limitation of its use,
especially within the vascular context. To further enhance image acquisition from US, contrast agents, known 
as microbubbles (MBs) are used. These are micron sized bubbles (1-8 µm) made of biocompatible, 
biodegradable shell material which encapsulate a gas core, this increases the image contrast due to the acoustic 
mismatch between the gas and the surrounding vascular structures. This has opened multiple avenues for both 
diagnostic and molecular imaging purposes (1–4).  
 
In the biomedical setting, the composition, mechanical and nanostructural properties of MBs shells are being 
studied extensively using a variety of methodologies. These include acoustic investigations using high 
frequencies (5,6), to optical investigations using micropipette aspiration (7) and optical tweezers in lin  with 
ultra-high speed cameras (8). The importance of understanding the mechanics of the biocompatible bubbles 
is due to the fact that once inside the body there are many physiological challenges the MB will face; 
pulmonary filtration, blood pressure, alteration of the internal gas concentration due to diffusion, as well as 
thermal changes impacting mechanical integrity as they pass to the desired region of interest (9). It is for this 
reason that first generation shell-free MBs are no longer used, surface tension at the gas-liquid interface causes 
dissolution of the bubble, and therefore the free-MB will dissolve spontaneously and almost instantly. Soft-
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shell MBs are coated in thin layers of molecules such as palmitic acid or phospholipids (10) whereas hard-
shell MBs are more robust and are encapsulated in material which has less compliance and echogenicity, such 
as polylactide and albumin (11). To be used as biomaterials for enhancing therapeutics and diagnosis, these 
parameters are important not only in application, but also for long shelf-life (days to months) (10). Currently 
third generation microbubbles are in use. These agents improve stability by incorporating denser insoluble 
gases in to the core as well as additional modification of the shell; commonly a phospholipid variation which 
is end-grafted to polyethylene glycol (PEG), or other hydrophilic compounds. These PEGylated MBs can 
avoid aggregation and improve invisibility from the immune system (12). Further chemical and physical 
modifications of the shell allow for the incorporation of bioactive molecules and particles, namely 
nanoparticles, antibodies and even drug carriers such as liposomes for molecular imaging purposes (13–15). 
For our MBs to be used as not only reliable contrast agents, but for highly effective therapeutic delivery 
vehicles, we deliberately incorporated a polyethylene glycol (PEG) layer. PEG is an inert, water-soluble 
polymer which, over the last two decades, has become essential in the design and manufacture of 
biocompatible agents. Steric repulsion makes the polymeric chains protrude perpendicularly from the surface 
of the membrane to which they are grafted. Consequently, they can then provide invisibility from the immune 
system as they create a barrier which prevents adhesion to pathogenic-detecting components within the 
vasculature, thus, increasing biocompatibility whilst decreasing MB-coalescence (16). We have opted for the 
development and characterisation of a soft-shelled, PEGylated-phospholipid microbubble. 
 
When sonicated, the absorption of the sonic energy causes the MBs to oscillate. An oscillating MB contracts 
and expands as a result of the positive and negative pressure of the ultrasound-pulse-wave. In comparison to 
a free bubble of similar size, the addition of a shell causes the resonance frequency of the MB to increase; 
meaning a higher acoustic frequency is required to cause resonant oscillations compared to a shell-free MB 
(17–19). The ability to detect MBs in the in-vivo clinical setting is dependent on the MB shell parameters, 
such as shell thickness and stiffness (20).   
 
Since its introduction over thirty years ago (21), atomic force microscopy (AFM) has become a versatile and 
highly quantitative experimental technique capable of capturing lateral resolution of the order of nanometres, 
vertical resolution of the order of Angstroms and force resolution as accurate as 10 piconewtons (22–24). It is 
fast becoming one of the most important tools in the biomedical setting. It can provide nanoscale resolution 
of topographical data in liquids, and observe highly sophisticated molecular interactions that offer information 
on how biomaterials (and cells) change their structural, biophysical and chemical properties to adjust their 
functionality (25–27). The unprecedented resolution in the liquid environment of this scanning probe 
microscope makes it the ideal tool for the quantification of mechanical and nanostructural properties of the 
MB shell (28). 
To quantify the mechanical and nanostructural parameters highlighted above, AFM has been validated for 
investigations on phospholipid-based MBs (29) and also to image MB specific binding (14). With further 
work using the AFM to investigate different shell modifications and different coatings on the MB shell 
(30,31). The investigations discussed here have highlighted the importance of MB shell structure and 
composition and how they strongly influence the mechanical properties as well as their acoustic response 
when sonicated. However, further characterisation is required, particularly in quantifying domain structure 
and thickness of the shell. Through understanding the structure and size of the shell membrane, the data 
acquired can be used within the mathematical theories currently used when analysing data produced from 
AFM-MB experiments, such as the Reissner and Hertz models. Currently conjectural values are used for MB 
shell thickness in these models. Being able to quantify this will significantly enhance the consistency of he 
AFM data. Furthermore, most MB formulations today incorporate PEG within the membrane (32). AFM 
investigations from Radwa et al. have shown how increasing the concentration of PEG, which is end-grafted 
within the shell membrane, causes a change in configuration from mushroom to brush (33), however, 
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experimental data highlighting the homogeneity of the grafting and the actual thickness of the brush layer in 
MBs that are in their original state remains elusive.  
 
Henceforth, in this paper, we used AFM to address these questions through tapping mode imaging to 
accurately quantify MB shell thickness. We continued with the AFM and used force indentation-curves to 
further quantify MB mechanical shell properties through different mathematical theories, which also provided 
new information on which were best suited to AFM-MB investigations. Such as employing the classical Hertz 
theory that treats the MB as a homogenous microsphere, rather than the Reissner theory which wefound to 
over-estimate the Young’s Modulus for soft-shelled MBs. Furthermore, novel analysis of the AFM data using 
the Alexander-de Gennes theory of a polymer brush enabled us to provide new information regarding the PEG 
brush that protrudes from the MB shell. 
Experimental 
Materials 
The lipids used throughout this investigation are 1, 2-dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DPPC) and 
1, 2-distearoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine-N-[amino (polyethylene glycol)-2000] (DSPE-PEG2000). 
Lipids were purchased from Avanti Polar Lipids (Alabaster, AL). Glycerol (Sigma-Aldrich, St Luis, MO). 
Perfluorobutane (C4F10) formulated the gaseous core of MBs.  
 
Microbubble Preparation 
Using the method previously described (34); Lipids were mixed together at a 95% DPPC and 5% DSPE-
PEG2000 molar ratio in a glass vial, then dried down under a steady stream of Nitrogen to dry off the solvent.
The dried lipid film was then resuspended in 1 ml of prepared buffer solution (4mg/ml NaCl +1% Glycerol). 
The mix was vortexed for one minute to allow for the occurrence of a turbid appearance (lipids had suspended 
in the buffer solution at this point). The glass vial was then placed in a sonic bath (VWR Ultrasonic Cleaner, 
Leicestershire, UK) for one hour, whilst being vortexed every ten minutes. This reduced the volume of random 
errors during MB-manufacture as this practice accounts for the possibility of, and eliminates, micelles and 
other large aggregates (35). After sonication, 10 µl of tetradecafluorohexane (C6F14) was added to the solution 
as it effectively results in the saturation of the surrounding medium, reducing the ability of C4F10 gas to 
partition into the aqueous phase (36). The lipid suspensions were vortexed, then cooled for 15 minutes at 4oC
prior to microfluidic production using the microfluidic system (Horizon v2.2, Leeds, U.K, Patent no 9802165) 
(34,37). MBs were produced using a microspray regime whereby gas pressure was 20 Psi and liquid flow rate 
was 60 µl/min. 
 
For sizing and concentration studies of our MB sample, a 10 µl sample was collected from the middle of the 
MB solution and was diluted 10-fold. From this diluted sample, 30 µl was taken from the middle of the MB 
solution and inserted into a 50 µm depth chamber on a glass slide. MBs were then allowed to rise for ~2 
minutes before optical microscopy images were collected. An inverted microscope (Axiovert 135M, Carl 
Zeiss, Germany) was used to image the MBs using a 40x magnification. 38 images were captured using the 
Jenoptik Progres Gryphax Subra Digital Camera System (Jenoptik, Germany) attached to the microscope. 
Images were analysed using ImageJ freeware (https://imagej.nih.gov/ij/) to obtain size distribution and 
concentration. Data produced from ImageJ was statistically analysed using Origin Pro (version 8.5 or later). 
For AFM experiments, individual MB sizing was conducted using the inverted optical microscope, Nikon 
TE2000U (Nikon UK Limited, Surrey, UK) attached to the atomic force microscope (MFP-1D, Asylum 
Research, Santa Barbara, CA, USA). 
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AFM Tapping Mode Imaging 
MBs were manufactured using the same methodology described above. However, to eliminate the presence 
of any other chemicals on the surface, MBs were suspended in 1 ml of deionised water (18.2 MΩ-cm), as 
opposed to the usual buffer solution [4 mg/ml NaCl and 1% glycerol] used for the force-curve investigation . 
Prior to imaging, MBs were diluted down to a 1:10 concentration, and then approximately 20 µl of the diluted 
MB solution was placed on the centre of themica surface. This was then incubated in a vacuum oven at 40oC 
for a period of 20 hours. This was adequate time to remove any excess water, yet leave behind, on the strongly 
hydrophilic mica, a thin film of water which the phospholipid remnants would be immersed in due to their 
hydrophilic nature. In fact, although we image the MB remnants in macroscopically “dry” conditions on mica, 
mica is hydrophilic and retains an ultrathin layer of water (38). 
 
All AFM imaging was carried out under ambient conditions in air using a Bruker Multimode/Nanoscope IIIa 
instrument (Bruker, Santa Barbara, Ca, USA). A J-scanner was used for the imaging which had an x-y range 
of Ң160 µm. RTESPA model cantilevers were purchased from Bruker with a nominal tip radius of 8 nm, 
nominal spring constant of 40 N/m and nominal resonant frequency of 300 kHz. During imaging, the scan rate 
was kept relatively low with a frequency of approximately 0.3 Hz. All analysis of the images were carried out 
using Gwyddion data analysis software, v2.8 (open-source software for SPM data analysis) (39), to quantify 
shell-thickness. 
 
AFM Force-Curves 
Surface Preparation  
As demonstrated before (29), prospective MB samples were immobilised on the surface in such a manner that 
structural and mechanical integrity was upheld. Petri-dishes used, Greiner CellStar® (Greiner Bio-One 
GmbH, Germany) were coated in Poly-L-Lysine (Sigma-Aldrich Co. St Louis, MO) to create cationic surface 
regions throughout the dish. The dish was then inverted and placed in a large suspension of deionised water 
(18.2 MΩ-cm) which contained the MBs for 16 minutes. The dish was turned 90o every four minutes to allow 
maximum rates of adhesion of MBs to the dish surface. Due to the MBs being buoyant (34), they would float 
and this encouraged them to adhere to the dish. This process, which ensured MBs were always wetted, reduced 
the likelihood of structural or mechanical damage.  
 
Once the preparation process had been completed, the Greiner CellStar® (Greiner Bio-One GmbH, Germany) 
petri-dish which now contained immobilised MBs would be filled up to 75% of its capacity, in physiologically 
representative saline solution. 
 
Force Measurements 
Force curves were collected using the AFM MFP-1D (Asylum Research, Santa Barbara, CA, USA). The MFP-
1D is mounted on an inverted optical microscope (Nikon TE2000-U, Nikon UK Limited, Surrey, UK) and 
attached to a digital camera (Orca – ER C4742-80, Hamamatsu Photonics, Japan). The tipless cantilevers used 
were silicon-made, aluminium-back-coated cantilevers (NSC12/Tipless/AIBS, MikroMasch, Tallinn, 
Estonia). Spring constants (kc) were calibrated using the thermal tuning method (40) and ranged between 0.19 
and 0.29 N/m. The digital camera allowed for the use of live image processing through the analysis software, 
IP Lab v3.7, (BD Bioscience Bioimaging, Rockville, MD). This allowed for determination of MBs diameter 
(D) within an accuracy of ± 0.5 たm. 
 
The cantilever was always placed at a distance of 3 たm. This distance ensured there were no disturbances of 
MB and/or cantilever during set-up. The scan rate was 0.5 Hz for all investigations. The relatively ow 
frequency used, a value whic  represents the number of ‘trips’ the cantilever makes to and from the sample 
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per second, minimised structural disturbances as the MBs were being compressed in a quasi-static process. 
Once the MBs had been sized, the cantilever was positioned at the pole of the MB and then 30 sets of data 
were collected from each MB to ensure reproducibility. The MBs would be analysed optically and 
qualitatively to ensure they had not become immobilised and/or been permanently deformed, ensuring data 
collected was evaluating bubble elasticity and not bubble plasticity.  
 
During the compression of MBs, the aligned laser would deflect upon the quadrant photodiode receptor and 
generate raw data in the form of piezoelectric displacement vs. cantilever deflection. The values collected 
would be treated mathematically to determine the compressive force, F (nN), and the deformation,  (たm), of 
the MB during each compression. Deformation of the MB is quantified by finding the difference between the 
piezoelectric displacement and cantilever deflection, while the compressive force applied on the MB was 
quantified by applying Hooke’s law (28) where ț is the cantilever deflection and kc is the cantilever spring 
constant:  繋 噺  絞倦頂   (1) 
 
The nano-manipulation of the raw AFM-data to measure compression force relative to sample deformation 
allows for further analysis to quantify the mechanical properties of the MBs. 
 
Results & Discussion 
Optical Investigation 
 
Using microfluidic technology to produce our MBs, optical microscopy images were obtained and MB 
concentration was calculated to be 4.8x108 MBs/ml with an average diameter of 3.6 ± 2.8 たm.  
 
 
Figure 1. Histogram representing the size distribution of our MBs calculated using brightfield microscopy. 
Tapping Mode Imaging of Shell Remnants in Air 
To quantify the thickness (t) of the MB shell, we removed excess water from the MB sample by placing the 
samples in a vacuum oven, and then imaged the remnants using tapping mode AFM. Figure 2 shows typical 
AFM height images taken from various sections of the samples, at a dilution of 1:10. Images in Figure 2a and 
2b clearly show material on different areas on the surface, the black line in figure 2a represents imaging of a 
multi-layered surface, whereas the green line in figure 2b represents imaging of a single layered surface. In 
figure 2c we can see representative line scans that correspond with the black and green lines on figure 2a and 
2b - that show fixed height profiles. 
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Figure 2. Tapping mode AFM height images. (a) and (b), images showing the remnants of MBs shells on a mica surface after excess deionised 
water was removed by placing samples in a vacuum oven; (c) two representative height profiles of single and multilayers (corresponding to the 
horizontal lines in fig 1a and 1b). 
The shell remnants formed asymmetrical features that appeared to have fixed height values. Additionally, the 
features could form layers on top of one another creating terraced structures. 
Figure 3 displays a histogram showing the height distribution of the phospholipid layers. The distribution 
exhibits a distinct peak and anaverage height of 6.3 ± 0.7 nm.  
 
Figure 3. Histogram showing the height distribution of single MB layers on a mica surface, imaged using tapping-mode. Note the distinct peak at 
6.3 nm, taken from 68 measurements. 
DPPC; the same lipid constituting 95% of our MB-membrane formulation, is one of the most popular lipids 
studied, alongside DMPC, DOPC, EPC and DLPE. Despite lipids being vital components for structure and 
function of biological cells, as well as now being used as surfactants to combat surface tension for 
biocompatible particles, such as for the in-house MBs used in this study, there are still academic challenges 
that remain when investigating such lipids; much of that difficulty is obtaining appropriate quantitative 
structural information while samples are in their natural hydrated state, especially for biological relevant 
understanding (41,42). Questions regarding parameters such as membrane thickness, charge density and 
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numerical values for area per molecule remain of interest. (43,44). Prior to the development of AFM, x-ray 
scattering was used to determine the thickness of the hydrophobic-tailed region of pure lipid bilayers forming 
phospholipid vesicles. A linear relationship was shown to exist between the number of carbons and thickness 
of bilayer.  The thickness ranged from ~ 1 to 4 nanometres on average as the number of carbons across the 
hydrophobic region increased from around 10 to 40 (45). Nagle et al.(42) was able to show in later years that 
the hydrophilic head-region has a thickness of ~ 1 nm. This data on lipid bilayers suggest that bilayer thickness 
for 40-carbon phospholipids (as the ones used in our study) is ~ 5 nm. Using similar methodology to our 
present study, Unsay et al(45) showed through tapping-mode imaging there was a height distribution of ~ 4 
nm on supported lipid bilayers. We have shown an average membrane thickness of 6.3 nm, despite the 
consensus that phospholipid-MBs are stabilised by a monolayer formulating the membrane (46). The increase 
in our thickness values, compared with thickness readings on bilayers, leads us to propose MB membranes 
could be tri-layered; undertaking a {hydrophilic head-hydrophobic tail}-{hydrophobic tail - hydrophilic 
head}-{hydrophilic head-hydrophobic tail} – configuration (figure 4).  
 
 
Figure 4. cartoon highlighting the trilayer structure of our phospholipid-shelled MBs 
 
We are reporting to the best of our knowledge, under the context of phospholipid MB-shell, an accurate 
thickness value for our MBs and present a novel method for quantifying this parameter prior to AFM force-
curve analysis. Thus, it is this value which we used in the following mathematical theories when analysing 
the mechanical properties of the MBs, as opposed to the conjectural values used before. Furthermore, factors 
that could cause variation in the true thickness value of MB shell membranes, such as the types of lipid used 
should always be taken into account - and so we highlight this type of investigation should be conducted for 
each different MB formulation that is used in order to accurately depict the thickness value. Furthermore, the 
tri-layer structure is compatible with the MB asymmetry in surface energy: hydrophobic interior (gas) and 
hydrophilic exterior (water). Our experiments indicate strongly that the actual configuration is a trilayer and 
not a monolayer. 
 
Mechanical Characterisation 
Microbubble Compression 
The typical force-deformation (F-∆) curve shown (figure 5a) was obtained through force-curve mode using 
AFM. During approach, there is no deflection of the cantilever prior to coming into physical contact with the 
bubble. As the cantilever gets even closer, in the nanometre scale, there are van der Waal’s forces, as well as 
polar/ionic forces which begin to affect the force signal. Once contact is made, there is cantilever def ction 
upwards due to the repulsive force from the MB (the initial part of which originates from the PEG layer), until 
a maximum is reached, around 90 nN (figure 5a). During this contact phase, the cantilever is compressing the 
sample. The next phase is the retract phase, at the point where the MB has been compressed to its maximum, 
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the cantilever is then retracted. During withdrawal and before detachment; adhesive interactions occur 
between cantilever and sample, these are non-specific and can be visualised through the inflections, and cau e 
a local minimum force in the deflection of the cantilever. As the cantilever is continually pulled from the MB 
there are further stretching interactions until eventually the cantilever undergoes a pr cess known as ‘snapping 
off’. At this stage, the cantilever breaks free and returns to its starting position. 
 
 
Figure 5. (a) Typical Force-Deformation curve acquired on a MB with diameter of 3.48 µm. Blue curve represents approach and contact stages, 
red curve represents retraction of the cantilever from the MB. Hysteresis between loading and unloading can be attributed to the viscoleastic 
properties of the MB (the inherent non-linearity/hysteresis of the piezoelectric relationship between movement and applied voltage is limited due 
to the closed-loop piezo of the MFP-1D). (b) MB stiffness as a function of diameter (µm) for ten MBs, which is derived from the linear gradient 
of the F-∆ curves. 
Stiffness 
The stiffness values (figure 5b) of 10 MBs with diameters ranging from 2.87 µm to 5.7 µm were calculated 
by taking the gradient of the F-∆ curves from the linear region of the curve (ignoring the initial non-linear 
region). Compressing a MB with a cantilever, similarly to what has been done in this investigation, can be 
modelled as two springs in a series (47). When calculating the force applied to the MB by using Hooke’s Law 
(equation 1), one can determine the stiffness, (kb) by taking the gradient of the F-∆ curve as it gives the MB 
stiffness at any given force.  
 
Ten curves were analysed from each MB, which yielded spring constant values ranging from a mini um of 
0.01 ± 0.001 N/m to a maximum of 0.064 ± 0.003 N/m. The mean values of our data show a general trend that 
as MB diameter increases, so too does the YM value, highlighting the reproducibility of our MBs. Similar 
scatters have been seen before when using AFM to characterise spherical capsules, and lik  the present study, 
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showed no sign of any plastic deformation when repeating the compression numerous times to a maximum 
force of 120 nN (48).  
 
The distribution of the obtained stiffness values (figure 5b) display a trend that as MB diameter increases, the 
stiffness value also increases. Previous work by Chen et al (49) using similar methodology on MBs compo ed 
of DSPC: DSPE-PEG2000: DSPE-PEG2000-C at a molar ratio of 90:5:5; showed shell spring constants of 0.004 
N/m to a maximum of 0.024 N/m for MBs ranging from 4-8 たm, demonstrating that our in-house MBs are 
much stiffer across a comparative diameter range, despite similar shell formulation. Our MBs were produced 
using a T-junction microfluidic device compared with the sonication method used by Chen et al (49). Previous 
work has shown the advantages that come with this newer manufacturing method. Due to the specific 
microchannel and microintegral components which is coupled with specific geometries, T-junction 
microfluidic devices can provide highly accurate monodisperse samples with uniform shell thickness and 
composition. Whereas a downfall with sonication is that it creates uncontrolled shear that can result in MBs 
with differing shell thickness, a factor which could also account for the stiffer MBs seen in the present study 
(50).  
Earlier AFM work assessing stiffness values has shown mixed results when trying to establish a general 
relationship between MB diameter and MB stiffness; with some studies showing an exponential decay 
relationship between stiffness and MB-diameter, such as the findings from McKendry et al and Chen et al 
(49,51). However, we have not shown such a decay relationship in the present study or with previous work 
which used different phospholipid MBs (29). To address this difference in results it is important to consider 
the shell at the molecular level. Kwan and Borden (52) state that at diameters less than ~ 6 たm, the lipid 
molecules in the shell become ‘jammed’, consequently increasing the MB spring constant. If this is the case 
then an inverse correlation should always be seen with these investigations. As this is not the case, there must 
be other factors interfering. And so the membrane domain formation is of interest; phospholipids can organise 
in domains with order and/or disorder (53); the competition between these domains and the structural defects 
at their boundaries could vary from system to system and generate varied responses (54). 
 
Yﾗ┌ﾐｪげゲ MﾗS┌ﾉ┌ゲ 
To truly understand these MBs, which are colloidal systems consisting of lipid-stabilised gas bubbles 
suspended in an aqueous medium that can resonate at ultrasonic frequencies, it is important to address the 
physico-chemical properties of the MB shell as this is the key structural element which strongly dictates the 
quality of the acoustic response. When sonicating with high mechanical index values during ultrasound 
imaging, the MBs absorb the acoustic energy and begin to oscillate – c using violent expansion and 
contraction of the bubble (55). Eventually the molecular area of the shell membrane reaches a critical value 
where it cannot be compressed or expanded any further. It is at this state where any further forces result in 
fracturing / buckling of the shell membrane (56). Nevertheless, this is the phenomenon which significantly 
improves contrast during ultrasonic imaging. Phospholipid-shelled MBs have shown favourable contrast 
enhancement in high frequency ultrasound imaging (57). Thus, it is imperative that the correct models are 
used to evaluate the elasticity of the shell membrane. For most simple elastic materials, the Young’s 
Modulus can be determined from the gradient of the stress-strain curve within the linear elastic region when 
a force is applied (58). For MBs, the geometry is complicated and therefore more detailed mechanical 
models have to be used. We have employed both the Reissner and Hertz contact models in an attempt to 
quantify Young’s Modulus and offer an assessment as to what model is more suited for use in data 
generated from AFM-MB investigations. These measurements using the AFM not only provide information 
on the Young’s Modulus of individual MBs but also how Young’s Modulus changes as the diameter of the 
MBs change. 
Reissner Theory 
Understanding the elastic mechanics of a spherical shell has been of interest since the first fundamental 
results produced in 1912 (59). Today the Reissner theory can be applied to phospholipid MBs as a linear 
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theory which, originally designed for shallow spherical caps undergoing point-like loads, can be applied to 
structures undergoing non-point like loads over a slightly larger contact area (7,59,60). This analytical 
theory has been used before on polymeric MBs (61) as well as phospholipid vesicles (62). In order to derive 
Young’s Modulus values that allow for comparison between MBs of different sizes, we had to define a 
dimensionless parameter - relative deformation, which is denoted as, . It i  defined as =暢喋 帖勅捗墜追陳銚痛沈墜津帖 , 
where D is the diameter of the MB. We have fitted regions of relative deformation up to around  = 0.1 to 
satisfy the requirement of the model (small deformations). The Young’s Modulus, (E), could then be 
calculated using the thickness of the MB-shell (t), 6.3 nm – this is the value which we quantified through the 
tapping mode investigations (figures 2 and 3), using the following equation [29].  
 継 噺  態ヂ戴岫怠貸塚鉄岻 腿痛鉄  題  (2) 
 
Where, Poisson’s ratio (), is taken as 0.5 for soft-shelled MBs [29]; F is the applied force taken from the 
force-curve (note that the factor 2 in the numerator arises from the fact that the original theory considered 
the deformation of a fixed arc and not a whole sphere that will be deformed in both poles; this factor has 
been neglected in earlier work). 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6. (a) A typical linear part of a 繋 伐 綱 curve. The red line shows the linear fit and its gradient is used in equation 3. This curve is from a 
MB with D = 5.53 µm. (b) Elasticity values representative of the shells of 10 different MBs, all calculated using the Reissner model. 
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Data from 10 MBs (minimum 30 curves per bubble) was taken from  = 0.01 ± 0.02 to a maximum of  = 0.14 
± 0.02. Figure 6a shows a typical linear region of an F- curve. Taking these values and applying them to the 
Reissner model yielded mean Young’s Moduli ranging from 0.23 ± 0.01 GPa to 1.61 ± 0.04 GPa (figure 6b).  
The calculated values from our investigation coincide with other phospholipid MBs with similar material 
assemblies, which also showed bubble elasticity in the GPa region (30,33) when evaluated with this theory. 
 
When comparing results from the Reissner theory on soft-shelled MBs it becomes apparent that the Reissner 
theory yields values that are an order of magnitude higher than expected for phospholipid systems from 
previous work (30,63). Previous calculations based on membrane theory looking at soft-shelled FDA 
approved Definity MBs gave values in the region of 8-38 MPa [29]. Although 10たl of perfluorohexane is 
added in our MB solution and it has been shown previously to cause a slight decrease in elasticity (36). It is
worthwhile noting that the parameter accounting for shell thickness, (t), is what has a significant impact on 
the overall outcome when using Reissner Theory. Previous studies assumed thickness of 2.5 nm, producing 
YM values within the GPa region (30). However, if we were to assume thickness of >10 nm, our values drop 
an order of magnitude into the 100 MPa range. Through our tapping mode investigations, we have quantified 
our shell thickness to be 6.3 nm and have then proceeded to use this value when analysing our force-curve 
data.  
 
Thus, we conclude for the first time with certainty that although Reissner equation can produce E values 
which are reasonable for polymeric MBs (61), it can overestimate E values for soft-shelled MBs. As a result, 
it is therefore not a suitable model in this context.  
Hertz Theory 
Hertz’ contact problem is a well-known classical problem in elastic mechanics. Originally derived to 
determine elasticity of two homogenous spheres in contact, modifications in the theory over the last 100 years 
have allowed for the assessment of more complex contact problems. With the ability to now illustrate the 
elastic deformation of two completely different geometries touching under load, we could employ this theory 
for our plate-sphere compressions, assuming we treated the MB as a homogenous sphere (64,65). Doing so 
meant that any E values produced had to be interpreted with the assumption that the MBs were modelled as 
homogenous microspheres, and not a gas-filled bubble with a shell, as we described using the Reissner 
approximation.  
The model proposes that any deformation occurs locally, with the rest of the ‘sphere’ upholding its structural 
integrity. Lulevich et al., who studied cell mechanics of live and dead cells using AFM (25), used Hertz theory 
to determine the relationship between force and deformation using tipless cantilevers as: 
 繋 噺  ヂ態 帳戴 岫怠貸塚鉄岻  迎待 態怠┻泰  (3) 
Where F is the applied force, R0 is MB radius,  is Poisson’s ratio and  is relative deformation.  Again, this 
model accounts for small linear deformations. We have taken  of 0.6 for each curve analysed to satisfy 
requirements of the model. By taking the gradient of the F-1.5 curve, we could derive E by rearranging 
equation 3 to: 継 噺  戴 岫怠貸塚鉄岻ヂ態 眺轍 鉄  庁迭┻天  (4) A
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Figure 7. Linear region of a 繋 伐 綱怠┻泰 curve taken from a MB with diameter of 2.87 µm. The dashed line represents the linear fit, with the gradient 
taken for the equation to determine the elasticity. (b) Young’s Modulus values for ten microbubbles with different diameters, all calculated using 
the Hertz model. 
Figure 7a represents a typical F-1.5 curve. We show data on 10 bubbles with values ranging from 10.4 ± 0.1 
kPa to 53.4 ± 6.2 KPa (figure 7b). Interestingly, treating MBs as homogenous microspheres produced Y ung’s 
Modulus values two orders of magnitude lower than when the shell was evaluated using the Reissner model. 
The data in the 10.4 – 53.4 kPa range is significantly lower than previous studies conducted on phospholipid 
MBs which displayed values of 93 to 233 kPa. Although both sets of MBs were soft-shelled, there was a 
difference in lipid composition that could be a factor which caused such a  difference between the two studies 
(29). As we know that perfluorohexane is present in our shell membrane and has previously been shown to 
decrease elasticity (36); thus, it could be a reason for why our values were lower. Furthermore, the present 
study, and the one aforementioned, compressed the MB in the same manner, the loading variable can be 
excluded as a contributing factor when discussing the variation seen amongst the data sets. Evidence from 
Sboros et al. confirms this it was reported that small differences in the scanning rate produced no significant 
effects on the MB (47).  
 
Nevertheless, the main benefit from analysing in this manner comes from the ability to draw comparisons to 
those from biological studies looking at cell mechanics. Hertz is a widely used analysis technique in the 
biological setting. It has been shown that this model is applicable to mechanical research on cells (66) . In 
cells, the local deformation results from the intracellular polymeric network of different proteins such that the 
cell has varying mechanical properties at different locations (66). Investigations on endothelial cells using this 
model yielded E values of 1.4 ± 0.1 to 6.8 ± 0.4 kPa, with cardiac cells showing higher E values up to 100.3 
± 10.7 kPa. Platelets, which play a role in inflammatory response and have a different shape to other cells 
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within the vasculature, yielded E values in the region of 1-50 kPa (67). Regardless of shape (and size), which 
is a consequence of the internal polymeric cytoskeletal structure, cells within the vasculature show Young’s 
Modulus values within the same kPa region as our in-house MBs. Shown here is a brief overview of other 
machineries in-vivo that MBs will come in to contact with. We conclude that the Hertz model is a valuable 
tool when evaluating YM as direct comparisons can be made to other structures which follow similar 
deformation regimes as the MBs. 
 
-Brush Thickness 
The physico-chemical characterisation of the PEG chains which are end-grafted to our lipids is important for 
not only polymer physics but has biological significance as well (68). In our AFM experiments we were able 
to detect the cantilever compressing the PEG brush layer. This was made possible by our decision to use 
tipless cantilevers, as a sharp tipped-cantilever could easily pass through the brush without necessarily 
detecting any repulsive force. Secondly, the tipless cantilevers went on to compress the MBs and it was the 
nanoscale interrogation of the force-curves which allowed for this detection. During the approach phase of the 
force-curve, we observed a gradual non-linear repulsive force as the cantilever approached the shell of the 
MB. Due to the lack of adhesion at this point, coupled with the observation of the non-linear repulsive force, 
we concluded that we were in fact compressing the PEG brush; as its behaviour in this set up was comparable 
with its ability to how it prevents aggregation of colloidal particles. To analyse this data an appropriate brush 
quantification theory had to be employed. There have been several theoretical approaches to calculate the 
compressive force between polymer-brush layers (69,70). We opted for the Alexander de Gennes theory (71) 
as it is based on simple scaling arguments and it is conceptually easier to implement in our geometry.  
 
When measuring forces between surfaces having fixed geometry, it is in fact experimentally better to use 
curved surfaces than two flat surfaces, and is the reason that most measurements are conducted between a 
sphere and a flat surface, two spheres or crossed cylinders (72). We have exploited the relationship derived 
from the Derjaguin approximation that expresses the force profile acting between two bodies. It is commonly 
used for colloidal particles as it expresses the force between two bodies as a function of its separation (73). At 
the start of the experiment, F(Z) will be 0 as the cantilever is far away from the MB; as the force-measuring 
cantilever is moved by a known amount to a new position, the surface separation changes and a force profile 
is recorded. This allows us to determine a relationship for PEG compression. By applying the Derjaguin 
Approximation to the Alexander de Gennes theory of a polymer brush (71), the following relationship can be 
derived; 
 
 繋 岫傑岻ｂ exp 岾貸態訂跳挑轍 峇   (5) 
 
Whereby F(Z) is the force exerted on the cantilever by the brush at separation (Z) between the probe surface 
and solid substrate and L0 is the brush thickness (74).  
 
The inclusion of PEG within our MB shell membrane means that these end-grafted polymer chains protrude 
from the shell membrane, overlap one another and stretch away from the shell membrane producing a brush 
layer (33,75). As our tipless cantilever compresses the brush layer we expect that the chains would resist the 
applied force in the manner of a non-linear spring resisting compression, as seen by Stan et al. (76). Stan and 
colleagues showed, using AFM, that as a PEG brush layer is compressed it resists compression non-linearly 
through polymer chain entropic interactions. Through the analysis of our own AFM F- curves (in this regime 
Z=) we discovered that we were in fact probing these properties at the nano level for our system.  
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Figure 8. (a) A raw F- curve acquired on MB with diameter of 3.34 µm (b) F-Z curve showing the PEG region as the cantilever moves through 
prior to making contact with the shell. (c) F-Z curve in semi-logarithmic scale to proceed with analysis using Alexander-De Gennes theory of a 
polymer brush. 
Figure 8a represents a typical Force-deformation curve obtained through force-curve mode using AFM. Figure 
8b highlights the PEG region with low-pass filtering (green) to account for the background noise. Figure 8c 
shows the transformation of the curve of the PEG region to semi-logarithmic scale so we could proceed with 
analysis using the Alexander-De Gennes theory. We discovered that during the approach phase, and within a 
region of some of tens of nm prior to the cantilever meeting the MB, a non-linear resistance could be observed, 
which is related to the PEG brush. The lack of adhesion between tip and sample at this stage indicates that 
there is steric repulsion, demonstrating that the brush layer is behaving in our experiments as one would desire 
it to behave when moving freely in solution and i -vivo. The evidence for the presence of this brush layer 
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protruding from our MBs builds upon the work of Abou-Saleh et al (33). PEG conformation can be identified 
when taking certain factors into account. The controlling factor is the distance (D) between the PEG chains in 
the lipid membrane relative to the Flory dimension, RF. Through calculating RF, which is 迎庁 噺 欠軽典天, whereby 
a is the monomer size and N is the number of units in the polymer, one can deduce the configuration.  When 
D > 2RF there is a mushroom configuration – the chains form a typical random coil that mimics a mushroom 
shape. And when D < 2RF, the system is at the brush regime (77). Using these calculations, Abou-Saleh et 
al(33) showed at  5% molar concentration in a MB membrane formulation (akin to ours), the PEG layer 
constitutes a brush configuration. We use a 5% DSPE-PEG2000 molar ratio in our formulation and thus a 
polymer brush analysis is justified.  
 
We show data on 7 MBs (figure 9) with brush thickness (L0) values ranging from 83 nm to 230 nm (figure 9). 
We again show a trend that as diameter of a MB increases, so does the mechanical / nanostructural parameter 
tested. We stress that these values are not to be taken as the literal brush thickness as factors such as positioning 
of polymer islands and solvent conditions including ionic forces can affect the overall interaction region. 
Furthermore, contrary to classical brush systems where the brush is grafted in a solid surface, in our system 
the brush is grafted on a soft-shelled hollow sphere. It is conceivable that we compress, at the same time, the 
compliant shell as well, especially as the compression progresses, encompassing a higher area of contact. 
Nonetheless, it appears, generally, that at larger MB diameter, we have a larger L0 value. This trend could be 
suggestive that as diameter increases, there is greater grafting densities within the shell, which will in turn 
result in a more extended brush regime.  
 
 
Figure 9. L0 values for seven MBs with different diameters, calculated using Alexander-De Gennes Theory. Data is indicative that as diameter 
increases, so too does the PEG brush thickness. 
Through our ability to probe the nanostructural PEG-brush using AFM, we observed another interesting 
phenomenon by which not all our MBs displayed this initial non-linear resistance upon compression. This 
indicates that PEG distribution, density and thickness may not be as homogenously distributed as previously 
thought. For MBs to be used as effective contrast agents, the uniformity of the PEG layer is imperative to 
protect the shell surface – which directly impacts survival, biocompatibility and resistance to coalescence in-
vivo (78). Through this observed phenomenon, we find that we agree with previous work from Tanwir and 
Tsoukanova (79). They visualised through epifluorescence microscopy that there is non-ideal mixing of 
PEGylated phospholipids with other phospholipids.  
 
Through nano-interpretation of our F- curves we have shown that the Alexander-De Gennes theory of a 
polymer brush can be applied to gain insight in to the thickness of the brush layer. Through this we have also 
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identified PEG mixing in the phospholipid matrix may not be ideal, opening avenues for further quantification 
to proceed. It is vital PEG properties are quantified if MBs are to become part of routine health care.  
 
Conclusions 
In this study, we have exploited the potential of atomic force microscopy in characterising the mechanical and 
nanostructural properties of our in-house phospholipid microbubbles. Using tapping mode imaging we have 
quantified with a high level of accuracy the thickness of phospholipid shells (6.3 nm indicating a trilayer 
structure), a parameter which is extremely useful in MB design and development, both in future simulations 
and experimental work. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time this parameter has been directly 
measured in relation to microbubbles. Furthermore, we have demonstrated the impact that this value can have 
on force-curve investigations when reporting Young’s Modulus using the Reissner theory. We have shown 
that slight variations in the shell thickness value, even just a few nanometres, can significantly misrepresent 
the Young’s Modulus value by an order of magnitude. Using for the first time the measured (by AFM imaging) 
shell thickness value, we showed that Reissner theory is not suitable for the prediction of the elastic properties 
of soft-shelled MBs.  
 
Our force measurements allowed us to also observe the non-linear compressions within the nm region prior 
to the contact phase, which we believe is related to the force originating from the PEG layer as it is esisting 
compression from the cantilever. We then employed Alexander – De Gennes theory of a polymer brush to 
provide information regarding the thickness of this brush, a vital component in MB design as it enables the 
bubbles to elude immunogenic detection in-vivo. We suggest that one should also take into account the 
softness of the shell, which can be simultaneously compressed, to interpret the overestimated thickness values. 
We also found that this non-linear resistance to deformation presented significant variability, opening avues 
for future research to establish and further quantify whether the PEG layer is as homogenously distributed 
throughout the shell as it is currently believed to be.  
 
Through combining the complex force measurements with tapping-mode imaging we were able to explore the 
various mechanical and nanostructural properties of our system. Exploiting these unique characterisation 
capabilities of the AFM will impact not only the development of a novel theranostic agent, but also formulate 
and provide an in-sight on how to specifically design, develop and understand a targeting agent in the future 
on a much wider scale. 
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